QUALITY POLICY

SIEMENS ENGINES, dedicated to “Manufacturing, testing and installation of Personalized Designs of Rotary Machines, including Diesel and Gas Engines, Propulsion and Marine Auxiliary Systems, Power and Cogeneration Systems, and Support Services ” aware that his activity, competitiveness, profitability and market leadership is linked to achieving the Operational Excellence, anticipating their needs, and offering to the market innovative and quality products and services, considers the following basic principles to achieve it:

- Establish and review Quality objectives, making them consistent with other action plans, and provide the necessary resources for their fulfilment.
- Comply all requirements from Third Parties, Customers, regulatory and legal which are applicable to the product, in both developing and manufacturing.
- Deploy the responsibility of working with quality at all levels, processes and people of the organization.
- Prepare and train a capable human team, motivated and integrated into a common organization project, with a sense of ownership and passion for what he does.
- Establish the continuous improvement as organization driver, based firmly in the all people participation, in the problems analyze and improvement suggestions, and designing and defining robust products and processes, though the innovation and digitalization, that ensure the tendency towards the "zero defects".
- Transmit to suppliers the Quality Management and Continuous Improvement practices, applying supplier-partner concepts, to ensure the quality, price and on time supplies.
- Maintain and develop a certified Quality Management System ISO 9.001:2015

The Management of SIEMENS ENGINES assume as his own responsibility to exercise the leadership of these basic principles and generate value through the industrial activity, for employees, shareholders and the community in general by the achievement of positive results in the management of the Company, that ensures the future of the Organization and its employees and for all that the recognition of the Community.
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